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PRIDE: Path Integration Based Delay Estimation
in Multi-Device Multi-Path Environments
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and Fumiyuki Adachi , Life Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Massive connectivity in the near future puts forward
an urgent demand for the accurate time delay estimation (TDE).
However, the accuracy of the traditional TDE methods is severely
degraded by the multi-path interference (MPI) and multi-device
interference. In this paper, we propose a path integration based
delay estimation (PRIDE) method. For the first time, the unique
delay structure of each device is utilized, and the MPI is converted
to an assistance. Considering the practical case where multi-path
delays are non-integer times of the sampling period, PRIDE is
carried out in two steps to estimate the integer and fractional parts
of the delay sequentially. Theoretical analysis and simulations show
that the TDE accuracy in the multi-device multi-path environment
can be greatly improved by the proposed PRIDE method with
comparatively low computational complexity.

Index Terms—Time delay estimation, path integration,
multi-path, multi-device.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, the time delay estimation (TDE) has re-
ceived great attention in various applications, including radio

localization [1], radar detection [2], and wireless communica-
tion [3]. The delay information can be utilized for synchroniza-
tion, which provides great help in systems with multiple devices.
Especially, the number of devices connected to the wireless net-
work is expected to reach five hundred billion by the year of
2020, and the efficient management of the massive connectivity
puts an urgent demand for accurate TDE in complex environ-
ments.The wireless environment is generally characterized by
the multi-path propagation. As a result, the signal energy is dis-
persive in both time and frequency domains, which makes it
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difficult to distinguish the paths. For this reason, the multi-path
environment is often considered unfriendly to the TDE.

Among traditional TDE methods, the cross-correlation (CC)
based time domain estimation [4]–[8] is widely used. The CC
method computes the cross-correlation between the received
signal and the pilot signal, and the time delay is then determined
through a first path search (FPS) by peak detection. However,
the peak is easily affected by the noise, multi-path interference
(MPI), as well as the multi-device interference (MDI). Espe-
cially, in the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment, the first
path does not always correspond to the peak. As a result, CC
based methods could hardly yield a good performance. An alter-
native of the CC method is proposed in [9], where a symmetric
pilot signal is used so that the cross-correlation can be replaced
by the auto-correlation of the received signal. However, the sym-
metric structure is broken in the time-selective channel and the
auto-correlation based method turns out to be inefficient.

Generalized CC (GCC) based frequency domain estimation
[10]–[14] is proposed to sharpen the CC peak by weighted mul-
tiplication in frequency domain. In this way, the effect of the
noise can be suppressed. However, the performance is still far
from satisfactory in the presence of MPI and MDI. In order to
improve the estimation accuracy of TDE, the maximum likeli-
hood (ML) based methods are proposed. By realizing the TDE
through a full search to maximize the delay probability, ML
based methods have been proposed in both time and frequency
domains [15]–[18]. Theoretically, ML methods are more robust
than the CC and GCC methods, however, their computational
complexity is too high to be applied in real systems [19].

Practically speaking, the multi-path delays could be non-
integer times of the sampling period, which makes the accu-
rate TDE even more difficult. Without increasing the sampling
rate, phase-shift searching based fractional delay estimation is
proposed [20], [21]. However, satisfactory performance could
only be obtained in the single-device single-path scenario. If we
reconsider the multi-path environment, it is interesting to notice
that, in most of the applications, the wireless devices are settled
in a stable environment. E.g., the television, desktop, printer,
and air conditioner that share the indoor WIFI links are almost
fixed. In this case, we embrace a good side: the differences
among the multi-path delays are only related to the limited scat-
ters on each path, which remain unchanged within a relatively
long time [22]. Defining the multiple delay differences of one
device as its delay structure, the good news is that the delay
structure of each device is unique.
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Fig. 1. System Model.

In this paper, for the first time, we utilize the delay structure
in the TDE and propose a Path integRatIon based Delay Esti-
mation (PRIDE) method. The multi-path delays of each device
is represented by the first path delay and the delay structure.
Then, the first path is reinforced by path integration so that it
can be estimated with a high accuracy. The PRIDE method is
carried out in two steps to obtain the integer and fractional parts
of the delay in sequence. In addition, the multi-path delays ob-
tained by the PRIDE method is used for the angle of arrival
(AOA) estimation, and theoretical analysis on the root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) is carried out. Simulation results verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method. It is shown that, a sig-
nificant improvement in the TDE accuracy can be obtained by
the PRIDE method when compared with the existing methods.
In addition, the spatial diversity is employed and a performance
improvement is observed as the number of antennas increases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model. Starting from the single-device
single-path scenario, the traditional TDE methods are briefly in-
troduced in Section III. Then, the PRIDE method is proposed for
the multi-device multi-path scenario in Section IV. The PRIDE
based AOA estimation is proposed and its RMSE is analyzed in
Section V. Simulation results are presented in Section VI and
conclusions are given in Section VII.

II. THE SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, an uplink multi-device communication sys-
tem with multiple antennas is considered. The base station is
equipped with an L-antenna array, and there are U single-
antenna devices. Taking the uth device as an example, the system
model is shown in Fig. 1.

The discrete equivalent baseband received signal at any an-
tenna (the antenna index is omitted for simplicity) is given as

y[n] =
U∑

u=1

hu [n] ∗ xu [n] + w[n], (1)

where y[n] and xu [n] respectively denote the received and trans-
mitted sequence, w[n] is the additive white Gaussian noise with
zero-mean and variance σ2, ∗ denotes the convolution operation,
and hu [n] represents the multi-path channel fading, given as

hu [n] =
Pu∑

i=1

αu,iδ[n − τu,i ], (2)

where Pu is the number of multiple paths, δ stands for the delta
function, αu,i and τu,i represent the fading coefficient and the
delay time of the ith path, respectively. In this paper, we consider
a stable environment, and the delay differences between multiple
paths change slowly. Thus, the multi-path delays of device u can
be represented as

τ u = [τu,1 + tu,1, . . . , τu,1 + tu,i , . . . , τu,1 + tu,Pu
], (3)

where τ u represents the vector of multi-path delays, τu,1 denotes
the delay time of the first path, and tu,i = τu,i − τu,1 represents
the time difference between the ith path and the first path. We
define the delay structure of device u as Su , given as

Su = [tu,1, . . . , tu,i , . . . , tu,Pu
]. (4)

Then, τ u can be rewritten as

τ u = τu,11 + Su , (5)

where 1 represents the all-one vector of length Pu . It is indicated
by (5) that once the delay time of the first path is obtained, we
can get the delay time of the other paths directly. Note that, in the
limited scattering environment, the delay structure is unique for
each device. Hereafter, the delay structure is used as the priori
knowledge, which might be obtained through orthogonal pilot
sequence with sufficiently large power in the training phase.

III. DELAY ESTIMATION IN THE SINGLE-DEVICE

SINGLE-PATH ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we give a brief introduction to traditional TDE
methods in the single-device single-path environment, where (1)
is simplified as

y[n] = h[n] ∗ x[n] + w[n], (6)

where h[n] = αδ[n − τ ], α and τ represent the fading coeffi-
cient and the delay time, respectively.

A. Time Domain TDE

The received signal is a delayed and distorted replica of the
transmitted signal in the time domain. Therefore, the cross-
correlation of them can be used to obtain the delay estimation,
given as

Rcc[m] =
N −1∑

n=0

x†[n]y[n + m], (7)

where N represents the sequence length and † denotes the con-
jugate operation. Substituting (6) into (7), we have

Rcc[m] = αRxx [m − τ ] + Rxw [m], (8)

where Rxx represents the auto-correlation of x[n], and Rxw

denotes the cross-correlation between x[n] and w[n]. It is clear
that limN →∞ Rxw [m] = 0. Thus, given a large value of N , (8)
can be re-written as

Rcc[m] = αRxx [m] ∗ δ[m − τ ]. (9)
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It is implied by (9) that Rcc[m] is a delayed replica of Rxx [m].
Therefore, the TDE can be obtained as

τ̂cc = arg max
m

Rcc[m]. (10)

B. Frequency Domain TDE

The phase-only correlation (POC) based method is taken as
an example, by which the frequency domain product of the
transmitted and received signals is normalized and only the
phase information is remained, given as

r[k] =
α|X[k]|2e−j 2π

N kτ + X†[k]W [k]

|X[k]|
∣∣∣αX[k]e−j 2π

N kτ + W [k]
∣∣∣
, (11)

where X[k], Y [k], and W [k] respectively denote the frequency-
domain counter-parts of x[n] y[n], and w[n]. |·| represents the
modulus operation. For convenience, the noise term in (11) is
omitted and the equation is simplified as

r[k] = e−j 2π
N kτ . (12)

It is clear that the time domain representation of (12) is

Rpoc[m] = δ[m − τ ], (13)

where Rpoc [m] is the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of
r[k]. Then, the TDE is obtained as

τ̂poc = arg max
m

Rpoc[m]. (14)

IV. PROPOSED PRIDE METHOD IN THE MULTI-DEVICE

MULTI-PATH ENVIRONMENT

Considering the general case where the delay time is non-
integer times of the sampling interval, the delay time for the ith

path of device u can be represented as

τu,i = τ I
u,i + τF

u,i , (15)

where τ I
u,i is the integer part, equalling to the rounded-off τu,i ,

given as

τ I
u,i = round(τu,i), (16)

and τF
u,i ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] is the fractional part, equaling to the dif-

ference between τu,i and τ I
u,i .

Based on (15), we propose a PRIDE method consisting of
two steps.

Step 1: Estimation of the integer part τ I
u,i .

Step 2: Estimation of the fractional part τF
u,i .

In the next, the two steps will be presented in sequence.

A. Integer Delay Estimation

Instead of treating the multiple paths separately, the proposed
method integrate the multi-path components. Generally, PRIDE
can be applied in conjunction with the traditional methods. Tak-
ing the CC method as an example, the principle of PRIDE-CC is
shown in Fig. 2. Considering the uth device, the cross-correlation
Ru obtained by the CC method is shown in Fig. 2(a). We apply
the PRIDE method and obtain the integrated cross-correlation,

Fig. 2. Principle of PRIDE-CC.

Fig. 3. Principle of fractional delay estimation.

as shown in Fig. 2(b). It is clear that the first path is rein-
forced and can then be easily detected. The details are presented
as follows.

Firstly, we determine the candidates for the delay time of
the first path by sorting Ru in a descending order. The sorted
sequence is denoted as

R̃u = [Rcc[qu,1], Rcc[qu,2], . . . , Rcc[qu,i ], . . .] , (17)

where qu,i is the index of the ith largest value in Ru . The
vector of indexes corresponding to the top Pu values in R̃u is
denoted as

qu = [qu,1, qu,2, . . . , qu,Pu
]. (18)

Substituting (18) into (5), the ith candidate for τ u could be
obtained as

Cu,i = qu,i1 + Su . (19)

The vector-form cross-correlation corresponding to the ith multi-
path delay candidate is denoted as

vu,i = [vu,i,1, vu,i,2, . . . , vu,i,Pu
], (20)

where vu,i,j = Rcc[qu,i + tu,j ] and j = 1, 2, . . . , Pu . Then, the
vector of integrated cross-correlation of device u can be obtained
by the summation over (20), given as

V u = [sum(vu,1), sum(vu,2), . . . , sum(vu,Pu
)], (21)

where

sum(vu,i) =
Pu∑

j=1

vu,i,j . (22)
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Next, the index of the first path is obtained by locating the peak
value of V u , given as

Iu = findmax(V u ). (23)

Substituting Iu into (18), the integer delay of the first path is
given as

τ̂ I
u,1 = qu,Iu

. (24)

Then, the integer multi-path delays of device u are obtained by
substituting (24) into (5), given as

τ̂ I
u = τ̂ I

u,11 + Su . (25)

Discussion: In the example shown by Fig. 2, the first path does
not yield the largest cross-correlation due to the propagation
environment. In this case, the traditional methods will produce
a wrong decision. After the path integration, the first path is
empowered an augmented value. Obviously, if qu,i �= τu,1, then
qu,i + tu,i �= τu,i , and it is quite possible that Ru [qu,i + tu,i ]
corresponds to the noise term with a small value. Thus, for
candidates from the other paths, the integrated cross-correlation
in (22) turns out to be almost the same as the traditional one.
Therefore, the first path can be easily distinguished and the
probability of wrong estimation by (24) is greatly reduced.

B. Fractional Delay Estimation

According to (1) and (2), the frequency domain received sig-
nal of device u can be expressed as

Yu [k] =
Pu∑

i=1

αu,iXu [k]e−j 2π
N kτu , i + W [k], (26)

where Xu [k] =
∑N

n=1 xu [n]e−j 2π
N kn and W [k] =

∑N
n=1 w[n]

e−j 2π
N kn . In the following, the noise term is omitted for

simplicity.
Lemma 1: Defining a sequence of shifted response Y ′

u,i ,
given as

Y ′
u,i [k] =

Yu [k]
Xu [k]

ej 2π
N k τ̂u , i . (27)

The estimated fractional delay, denoted as τ̂ F
u,i , will yield a peak

of yu,i [n] at n = 0 when τ̂ F
u,i = τF

u,i , where

yu,i [n] =
1
N

N∑

k=1

Y ′
u,i [k]ej 2π

N kn . (28)

Proof: Substituting Xu and Yu into (27), we have

Y ′
u,i [k] = αu,ie

−j 2π
N k(τu , i −τ̂u , i ) +

Pu∑

j �=i

αu,j e
−j 2π

N k(τu , j −τ̂u , i ) .

(29)
Assuming that the integer delay estimation is accurate, it is
direct that if the fractional delay estimation is also accurate,
then τ̂u,i = τu,i and (29) becomes

Y ′
u,i [k] = αu,i +

Pu∑

j �=i

αu,j e
−j 2π

N k(τu , j −τ̂u , i ) . (30)

Fig. 4. Received signals at the antenna array.

Then, the sequence yu,i [n] is obtained by substituting (30) into
(28), given as

yu,i [n] = αu,iδ[n] + zi [n], (31)

where

zi [n] =
1
N

N∑

k=1

Pu∑

j �=i

αu,j e
−j 2π

N k(τu , j −τ̂u , i )ej 2π
N kn . (32)

Now, it is clear that the peak of yu,i [0] appears when τ̂ F
u,i = τF

u,i ,
as shown in Fig. 4. �

Therefore, the fractional delay estimation is equivalent to
finding the value of τ̂ F

u,i that maximizes yu,i [0], given as

τ̂ F
u,i = arg max

τ F
u , i

yu,i [0]. (33)

Similar to the integer path delay estimation, we also apply
the PRIDE principle in the searching process for τ̂ F

u,i . Denoting
the number of fractions as NF , the candidates for the fractional
delay τF

u,i of the first path is given as

fu,1,nF
= −0.5 +

nF

NF
, (34)

where nF = 0, 1, . . . , NF . Then, we can get the candidates for
the delay time of the first path by substituting (34) and (24) into
(15), given as

τ̂u,1,nF
= τ̂ I

u,1 + fu,1,nF
. (35)

Applying the path integration, the sequence of the integrated
time domain delayed response is calculated as

y′
u,nF

[n] =
Pu∑

i=1

yu,i,nF
[n], (36)

where

yu,i,nF
[n] = αu,iδ[n] + zi [n]. (37)

Then, the delay estimation for the first path is obtained as

τ̂u,1 = arg max
τ̂u , 1, n F

yu,i,nF
[0]. (38)

The estimated multi-path delays of device u in the vector form
are obtained by substituting (38) into (5), given as

τ̂ u = τ̂u,11 + Su . (39)

Note that, taking the above illustration for device u as an
example, the proposed PRIDE method can be applied for the
TDE of each device. Therefore, the multi-device multi-path TDE
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TABLE I
VARIABLES OF THE PRIDE METHOD FOR THE DEVICE u

can be realized. In summary, the variables and necessary steps
of the PRIDE algorithm are listed in Table I and Algorithm 1,
respectively.

V. APPLICATION OF THE PRIDE METHOD

TO AOA ESTIMATION

A. PRIDE Based AOA Estimation

An important application of the time delay estimation is to
obtain the AOA. In this part, we present the PRIDE based AOA
estimation in the multi-device multi-path environment, where a
unitary linear antenna array (ULA) is used.

Algorithm 1: Path integration Based Delay Estimation.
Input:

The pilot sequence xu [n] and received sequences y[n];
The delay structure Su ;

Output:
The estimated multi-path delay vector τ̂ u ;

1: First path integer delay estimation:
2: Determine the candidates of τ I

u,1 following (19);
3: Calculate the integrated cross-correlation

following (21).
4: Find the peak of the integrated cross-correlation

and obtain the integer delay estimation following
(24);

5: First path fractional delay estimation:
6: Determine the candidates of τF

u,1 following (34);
7: Calculate the integrated time domain response

for n = 0 following (36);
8: Find the peak of the integrated time domain

response and complete the delay estimation
following (38);

9: Multi-path delay estimation:
10: Obtain the multi-path delay vector following (39).

Under the far field transmission assumption, the wavefront of
any signal path will arrive at the antenna array in a planer form.
Therefore, the time of arrivals (TOAs) belonging to neighbor-
ing antennas imply a delay difference determined by both the
antenna spacing and the AOA, as show in Fig 4.

Denoting the AOA associated with the pth path of device u
as θu,p , and the delay difference between two adjacent antennas
as Δτu,p , we have

Δτu,p =
d

c
cos θu,p , p = 1, 2, . . . , Pu , (40)

where c is the speed of light, and d is the distance between the
neighboring antennas.

Given (40), the delay time of the pth path on the lth antenna
can be given as

τu,p,l = τu,p,1 + (l − 1)Δτu,p , (41)

where τu,p,1 is the delay time of the pth path on antenna 1.
By applying the PRIDE method, we can obtain the delay time

of the pth path on each antenna, denoted as τ̂u,p,1, . . . , τ̂u,p,L

respectively. In order to obtain the delay difference between
neighboring antennas, the least square linear fitting is applied
on the estimated time delays, where a cost function is used,
given as

J(τu,p,1,Δτu,p) =
L∑

l=1

(τ̂u,p,l − τu,p,1 − (l − 1)Δτu,p)
2.

(42)
To minimize (42), we have

{ ∂J
∂τu , p , 1

= 0,

∂J
∂Δτu , p

= 0,
(43)
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where ∂ stands for the partial derivative. Substituting (42) into
(43), we have
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

−
L∑

l=1
2 [τ̂u,p,l − τu,p,1 − (l − 1)Δτu,p ] = 0

−
L∑

l=1
2(l − 1) [τ̂u,p,l − τu,p,1 − (l − 1)Δτu,p ] = 0

(44)

By solving (44), the estimation of τu,p,1 and Δτu,p , which are
respectively represented as τ̂u,p,1 and Δ̂τu,p , can be obtained,
given as

τ̂u,p,1 =
2

L(L + 1)

L∑

l=1

[(2L − 1) − 3(l − 1)] τ̂u,p,l , (45)

and

Δ̂τu,p =
12

L(L2 − 1)

L∑

l=1

[
(l − 1) − L − 1

2

]
τ̂u,p,l . (46)

According to (40), we have

θu,p = arccos
(
Δτu,p

c

d

)
. (47)

Substituting (46) into (47), the estimation of θu,p can be
obtained, given as

θ̂u,p = arccos
(
Δ̂τu,p

c

d

)
. (48)

B. RMSE Analysis

The RMSE of Δ̂τu,p can be calculated as

RMSEΔτu , p
=
√

1
Ntotal

∑N total

i=1

(
Δ̂τ i

u,p − Δτu,p

)2
, (49)

where Ntotal is the sampling size. Denoting the estimated delay
τ̂u,p,l as

τ̂u,p,l = τu,p,l + γu,p,l , (50)

where γu,p,l is a random variable with variance σ2
γ . Substituting

(46) and (50) into (49), RMSEΔτu , p
is given as

RMSEΔτu , p
=

√
12

L(L2 − 1)
σγ . (51)

Then, substituting (51) into (48), the RMSE of θ̂u,p is obtained
as [23]

RMSEθu , p
=

f (θu,p , σγ )
d
√

L(L2 − 1)
, (52)

where f (θu,p , σγ ) = 2
√

3cσγ /sin θu,p . It is indicated by (52)
that, given σγ and θu,p , the RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA
estimation can be reduced by increasing d and L. Specifically,
the array size of the ULA is Darray = (L − 1)d. As L increases,
we have

lim
L→∞

d
√

L(L2 − 1) =
√

LDarray. (53)

Substituting (53) into (52), we have limL→∞ RMSEθu , p
=

f (θu,p , σγ )/
√

LDarray.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed PRIDE
method is testified by Monte-Carlo simulations and some repre-
sentative results are presented. At first, the accuracy rate of the
proposed PRIDE for integer delay estimation is testified, which
is evaluated by ρ = Ncorrect/Ntotal, where Ncorrect is the num-
ber of accurate estimations and Ntotal = 10000 is the number
of Monte-Carlo runs. Then, the performance of fractional delay
estimation is testified when PRIDE is applied for AOA estima-
tion with fractional delay time difference between neighboring
antennas. The RMSE of the AOA estimation is evaluated with
respect to the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), number of antennas,
antenna spacing and AOA, respectively.

The parameters for simulations are as follows. For the integer
delay estimation, the multi-path delays in ns and corresponding
path gains in dB are listed in Table II, where Ts represents
the sampling interval. The sampling frequency adopted in this
paper is Fs = 2.5 GHz and value of the sampling interval can be
calculated Ts = 0.4 ns. For the PRIDE based AOA estimation,
the AOA of each path is randomly generated as a Laplacian
variable, the mean value of which uniformly distributes within
(0, π), and the standard deviation is π/36.

A. Time Delay Estimation

In this subsection, the proposed PRIDE method is applied in
conjunction with the CC and POC methods for integer delay es-
timation, respectively denoted as PRIDE-CC and PRIDE-POC.
The performance of the traditional TDE methods, including grid
search ML, FPS based CC and POC (respectively denoted as
GS-ML [15], FPS-CC [10] and FPS-POC [12]), are also pre-
sented for comparison. The single-device case is considered at
first and the multi-device case is studied in the next.

� Single device case: The estimation accuracy rate of the
PRIDE method in the single-device case is shown in Fig. 5.
It is observed that: 1) Among the traditional methods, GS-
ML can obtain the best performance in the high-SNR re-
gion, while FPS-CC achieves the best performance in the
low-SNR region. Specifically, the accuracy rate of GS-
ML is outperformed by FPS-CC when SNR < −11 dB,
where it is severely degraded by the noise. 2) The TDE per-
formance can be significantly improved by the proposed
method when compared with the best one of the traditional
methods. For example, the accuracy rate is increased from
0.63 to 0.90 when SNR = −12 dB, and an improvement
from 0.91 to 0.99 is achieved when SNR = −8 dB. In
addition, the SNR requirement for an error-free TDE is
−6 dB for the proposed method, while it is 0 dB for GS-
ML. It should be noted that, as a practical consideration,
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Fig. 5. Accuracy rate of the integer delay estimation, single-device case.

the computational complexity of the PRIDE method is
slightly higher than FPS-CC or FPS-POC, while it is
much lower than GS-ML. This will be analyzed later in
Subsection VI-C.
Discussion: Due to the noise and interference, the peak of
the first path may not be the largest one among all the paths,
and traditional methods may wrongly choose the largest
peak as the first path. Different from the traditional way,
the proposed method choose several candidates for the first
path. By employing the delay structure and integrating the
path energy, the first path will be augmented while the
other paths will remain almost unchanged. Then the first
path will be easily recognized and the error probability is
greatly reduced. Therefore, the TDE performance can be
improved more by the proposed method as compared to
the traditional methods.
A root mean square error (RMSE) comparison between the
proposed method and the subspace-based methods such
as multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [27] and signal
parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT)
[28] is shown in Fig. 6, and the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB)
is also given as a reference. It is observed that, the proposed
PRIDE method has a much lower RMSE than MUSIC or
ESPRIT, and its RMSE gets very close to the CRB as the
SNR increases.

� Multi-Device Case: The MDI will degrade the perfor-
mance of TDE and the estimation accuracy rate of the
PRIDE method in the multi-user case is shown in Fig. 7,
where SNR = 5 dB and a maximum of ten users are
used. The delay and path gain parameters are shown in
Table III. It is observed that the traditional methods all
experience a rapid accuracy decrease when the number of
devices increases. Specifically, even the GS-ML method
has a poor accuracy rate ρ = 0.73 when U = 2. Namely,
taking ρ ≥ 0.9 as the criterion, all the traditional methods
fail to yield accurate TDE in the multi-device scenario.
This is due to the fact that the MDI increases proportion-
ally as the number of devices. However, the advantage

Fig. 6. RMSE of the PRIDE based TDE.

Fig. 7. Accuracy rate of the integer delay estimation, multi-device case.

of the PRIDE method is still significant. It is seen from
Fig. 7 that, the accuracy of PRIDE-CC and PRIDE-POC
decreases slowly as the number of devices increases. In
addition, the PRIDE-CC method can yield accurate TDE
for at most 8 devices.

B. AOA Estimation

According to (52), the RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA esti-
mation is determined by the TDE error, the number of antennas
L, antenna spacing d, and AOA θp,u . In this subsection, we tes-
tify the effect of these parameters on the RMSE performance,
respectively.

� Effect of SNR
The effect of SNR on the RMSE is shown in Fig. 8, where
the number of antennas is L = 2 and the antenna spacing
is 0.25 m. It can be observed that: 1) As the SNR increases,
the TDE error reduces and the RMSE decreases. This is
naturally straightforward and is also indicated by (52). 2)
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TABLE III
MULTI-PATH PARAMETERS OF MULTIPLE DEVICES

Fig. 8. RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA estimation vs SNR.

As the SNR increases, error floors appear with both the
traditional and proposed methods. However, the reasons
for them are different. Remember that the AOA estimation
is affected by the TDE error. For the traditional TDE meth-
ods, the TDE accuracy is limited by the noise level as well
as the sampling rate. For the proposed method, the TDE
error is mainly determined by the searching precision. I.e.,
the RMSE floor of the traditional methods is fixed, while it
is controllable by the proposed method. 3) The RMSE of
AOA estimation is reduced by an order of magnitude when
NF = 10, and can be further improved by increasing the
value of NF , as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA estimation vs the antenna number,
d = 0.25 m.

Fig. 10. RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA estimation vs the antenna spacing,
L = 4.

� Effects of Antenna Number and Spacing
The effect of the antenna number on the RMSE is shown
in Fig. 9, where L ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} and the antenna spacing is
fixed as d = 0.25 m. Then, the effect of the antenna spacing
is shown in Fig. 10, where d ∈ {0.25 m, 0.5 m, 1 m} [23]
and the antenna number is fixed as L = 4. As indicated
by (52), the RMSE of AOA estimation can be improved
by increasing the antenna number as well as the antenna
spacing, this is also verified by the results in Figs. 9 and
10. Taking the result at SNR = 0 dB as an example, the
RMSE with {L = 2, d = 0.25 m} is 0.22, by increasing
L to four, the RMSE is reduced to 0.06, and it is further
reduced to 0.01 when we keep increasing d to 1 m.

� Effect of AOA
The effect of the AOA value on the RMSE is shown in
Fig. 11, where L = 4, d = 0.25 m, and NF = 10. Es-
pecially, SNR = 20 dB is used in order to eliminate the
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Fig. 11. RMSE of the PRIDE based AOA estimation vs AOA, L = 4,
NF = 10, d = 0.25 m, SNR = 20 dB.

interference from noise. It can be seen that the RMSE is
symmetrical within (0◦, 180◦) and the best performance
is achieved when θu = 90◦, where there is no difference
between the delay time of each antenna so that a full “diver-
sity” can be obtained. It is also observed that the RMSE
fluctuates near the theoretical value, which is caused by
the non-linear mapping of the TDE error by the “arccos”
function in (48).

C. Computational Complexity

The evaluation of computational complexity for the PRIDE
method is carried out in this sub-section. Since the PRIDE
method consists of two steps for the integer and fractional delay
estimation, its computational complexity can be obtained as the
sum complexity of these two steps.

Taking the number of complex multiplications as the mea-
surement, the computational complexity of the integer delay
estimation is given as

CPRIDE-I = O(N(N − 1)). (54)

And the computational complexity of the fractional delay esti-
mation can be approximated as

CPRIDE-F = O
(

(1 + NF Pu )N +

(
NF

2
+ 1

)
N log N

)
. (55)

Given (54) and (55), the computational complexity of the pro-
posed PRIDE is then given as

CPRIDE = O
(

N

(
N+ NF Pu +

(
NF

2
+ 1

)
log N

))
. (56)

Considering the traditional methods, the computational com-
plexity of the FPS-CC estimator can be approximated as

CFPS-CC = O(N(N − 1)), (57)

and the computational complexity of the GS-ML estimator is

CML = O
((

P 2
uN + P 3

u + 2NPu + P 2
u + Pu

)
NPu

ML

)
, (58)

Fig. 12. Computational complexity of the proposed PRIDE-CC method.

where NML is the number of searching points, which is inversely
proportional to the estimation resolution. According to (56), (57)
and (58), the comparison of computational complexity among
the proposed PRIDE method and the traditional methods are
shown in Fig. 12, where Pu = 5, NF = 10, and NML = 128. It
can be seen that, the computational complexity of the proposed
PRIDE is slightly higher than FPS-CC, while it is much lower
than GS-ML.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a PRIDE method to obtain
the delay estimation in the multi-device multi path environment.
For the first time, the unique delay structure of each device
has been considered and utilized. In this way, the MPI which
generally hinders the TDE has been used to improve the es-
timation accuracy. The PRIDE method has been proposed in
two steps to obtain the integer and fractional delay estimation
in sequence. Theoretical analysis and simulations have been
carried out to show that the accuracy of delay estimation in the
multi-device multi-path environment has been greatly improved
by the PRIDE method. In addition, when PRIDE is applied for
AOA estimation, the spatial diversity has also been used and the
RMSE decreases as the number of antennas increases.
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